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We construct fractional powers of operators whose C-regularized resolvent
 .y1  .w y A C is O 1rw in an appropriate sector. This includes operators with
polynomially bounded resolvent. Our construction has the properties one expects,
analogous to the case when C s I; in particular, it satisfies mapping properties.
We derive many new facts about the regularized resolvent. Q 1996 Academic
Press, Inc.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
We cannot begin to summarize, in this limited space, the theory and
applications of fractional powers; thus we will refer the reader to refer-
w xences on the subject, such as 7, 8, 12, 14 .
Intuitively, to define a fractional power Ar, of the operator A, A should
 .avoid the negative real axis y`, 0 , in some sense. The most common
 .hypothesis of this nature is to have y`, 0 contained in the resolvent set
of A, with
y15 5r r q A F M , ; r ) 0, .
for some constant M. It is not hard to show that A is then of type u , for
some u such that 0 F u - p .
 if <DEFINITION 1.1. For 0 - c - p , let S be the sector re r ) 0,c
< < 4f - c .
 .The operator A is of type u 0 F u - p if for all c such that
 .u - c - p , there exists a constant M such that s A : S andc c
y15 5w w y A F M , ;w f S . . c c
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This is a natural definition, since the resolvent of a bounded operator is
 . < <O 1rw , for w large. Note also that, if yA generates a bounded strongly
continuous semigroup, then A is of type pr2.
The type of an operator is known to behave in a very natural way under
fractional powers. Note that, for r positive, the map z ¬ z r maps S tou
S ; thus the following is consistent with the intuition of thinking of anru
operator of type u as being ``contained in S .''u
w xPROPOSITION 1.2 1, Corollary 3.10 . If A is of type u , where 0 F u - p ,
and ru - p , then Ar is of type ru .
One could similarly consider operators with polynomially bounded resol-
vent in a sector.
DEFINITION 1.3. For 0 F u - p , n y 1 g N, we will say that an opera-
tor A is of n-type u if, for all c such that u - c - p , there exists a
 .  4constant K such that s A : S y 0 andc c
ny15 5 < <z z y A F K 1 q z , ;z f S . .  .c c
For 0 F u - pr2, if A is a densely defined operator, then A is of
n-type u if and only if yA generates an exponentially decaying holomor-
 w x.phic n-times integrated semigroup see 4, Chap. XXI .
w xIn 11, 13 , fractional powers for operators of n-type u , 0 F u - p , are
constructed. It is interesting that n-type, for n ) 0, does not behave as
well as type under fractional powers; that is, the natural analogue of
Proposition 1.2 is false; in fact, Ar may have empty resolvent set.
 w x.EXAMPLE 1.4 see 4, Example 22.16 . For 0 F u - pr2, choose G, on
X, such that yG generates an exponentially decaying strongly continuous
 yt G4holomorphic semigroup e of angle pr2 y u , and define A, ont G 0
X = X, by
y1G I2A ' G ,y10 G
ª y1 2 .  <  .  .4with maximal domain D A ' x x g D G , G x q x g D G .2 1 2
Then it may be shown that A is of 1-type u .
w xHowever, for r ) 0, the construction in 13 or this paper gives us
y1G rIr 1qrA s G ,y10 G
again with maximal domain.
It may be shown that A1r2 has empty resolvent set. Thus A1r2 cannot
be of n-type c , for any n or c .
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 .y1 ynA calculation shows that, if A is of n-type u , then w ¬ w y A A
 .  .is O 1rw see Lemma 5.1 . Thus we make the following definitions, for
any bounded operator C.
 .DEFINITION 1.5. The complex number l is in r A , the C-resol¨ ent setC
 .  .  .of A, if l y A is injective and Im C : Im l y A .
 .  .We write s A for the C-spectrum of A, the complement of r A .C C
 .We will say that A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p if, for all c
 .such that u - c - p , there exists a constant M such that s A : Sc C c
and
y15 5w w y A C F M , ;w f S . . c c
When C is injective and CA : AC, and A is densely defined, then A is
 . y1of C-regularized type u 0 F u - pr2 if and only if yC AC generates a
w xbounded holomorphic C-regularized semigroup. See 4 for basic informa-
tion on C-regularized semigroups. In general, regularized semigroups may
be applied to ill-posed problems analogously to the way strongly continu-
ous semigroups may be applied to well-posed problems. The C-resolvent
plays a role with C-regularized semigroups similar to the role that the
resolvent plays with strongly continuous semigroups.
In this paper, we shall construct fractional powers of operators of
C-regularized type u ; we shall see that C-regularized type is preserved
under our construction of fractional powers exactly as type is in Proposi-
tion 1.2; that is, if A is a maximal operator of C-regularized type u
 . r0 F u - p , and ru - p , then A is a maximal operator of C-regularized
type ru . In particular, this implies that when A is of n-type u and ru - p ,
then Ar is of Ayn-regularized type ru .
For A as in Example 1.4, this means that Ar is of Ay1-regularized type
ru , whenever 0 - ru - p . The operator Ar is also of Gy1-regularized type
ru . Thus, being of Ay1-regularized type is preserved under fractional
powers, although being of 1-type is not preserved.
When an operator A has nonempty resolvent set, then it is well known
 .y1that A is closed, and the map w ¬ w y A is analytic on the resolvent
 .set of A. None of this needs to be true for the C y resolvent, r A , of anC
 .operator A, even when A is closable see Examples 2.2 and 2.5 . In fact, it
 .2is not clear if the image of C is contained in the image of w y A , for
 .  .y1w g r A ; that is, although we have defined w y A C on the entireC
 .y2space, it is not clear if w y A C is defined everywhere.
In Section II, we present new material about regularized type that may
 .y1be of some independent interest. When the C-resolvent w ¬ w y A C
is locally bounded in an open set V, then this map is analytic in V, and the
 .nimage of C is contained in the image of w y A , for all nonnegative
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 .integers n, w g V. When A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p , then
y1 5 nA is closable and its closure is contained in C AC. For all n, w w y
yn. 5A C is then automatically bounded outside sectors S , for u - c - p .c
 .y1The automatic analyticity of the map w ¬ w y A C, on an open set
 .y1where w y A C is locally bounded, allows us to remove hypotheses
from previous sufficient conditions for an operator to generate a C-regu-
w xlarized semigroup. For example, 4, Theorem 17.7 may be simplified to
 .state that if r A contains a right half-plane and is polynomially boundedC
in that plane, then Cy1AC generates a C -regularized semigroup; C may1 1
 .ykbe chosen to be r y A C, for appropriate complex r, integer k.
 .In Section III we show that if A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p ,
then for all c between u and p , there exists a Banach space Z ,c
continuously embedded between the image of C and the original space, on
which A is of type c . We also show that when A is of C-regularized type
u , then A is maximal if and only if A s Cy1AC.
Section IV contains our construction of fractional powers for maximal
operators of C-regularized type. We apply this to operators of n-type, in
Section V.
Our construction in this paper will be only for densely defined opera-
tors. Constructions of fractional powers of operators that are not densely
w xdefined may be found in 5, 10 .
HYPOTHESES 1.6. All operators are linear, on a Banach space X. We will
 .write B X for the space of all bounded operators from X into itself. For a
 .  .possibly unbounded operator G, we will write D G for the domain of G,
 .  .r G for the resol¨ ent set, s G for the spectrum. We will write Z ¨ X to
mean that Z is continuously embedded in X ; that is, Z : X and the identity
map from Z into X is continuous. If G is an operator on X, we will denote by
<G the part of G in Z; that is,Z
< < < <D G ' x g D G l Z Gx g Z , G x ' Gx , ; x g D G . 4 .  .  .Z Z Z
If G is an operator on Z and G is an operator on X, we will write G ¨ G1 2 1 2
<to mean that G : G .Z1 2
 .Throughout this paper, C g B X is an injective operator with dense
 .image Im C , A is a densely defined operator, and CA : AC. We will
w  .x  . 5 5 5 y1 5write Im C for the Banach space Im C with norm x ' C x .wImC .x
We will assume the basic facts about fractional powers of closed operators
w xof type u ; see 7, 8, 12, 14 .
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II. REGULARIZED RESOLVENT
 .With our definition of regularized resolvent, r A is not quite the sameI
 .  .  .y1as r A . In general, for l g r A , l y A C may not be bounded.C
 .y1  .Proposition 2.1 characterizes those A for which l y A C g B X , for
 .all l g r A . The operator A is then closable, and we have some controlC
over how large the closure of A may be.
 .PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose r A is nonempty. Then the following areC
equi¨ alent.
 .  .  .a A is closable and there exists l g r A such that l y A is0 C 0
injecti¨ e.
 .  .  .b A is closable and r A l r A is nonempty.C C
 .  .  .y1  .c There exists l g r A such that l y A C g B X .0 C 0
 .  .Then r A : r A , withC C
y1y1
l y A C s l y A C g B X , ;l g r A , .  .  .  .C
and
y1A : C AC.
 .  .Proof. Clearly b and a are equivalent.
y1 .  .  . a ª c . The closed operator l y A C is an extension of l y0 0
.y1  .y1  .y1 .A C; thus l y A C is closable. Since D l y A C s X, it0 0
 .y1  .follows that l y A C g B X .0
 .  .  .c ª a . To show that A is closable, suppose x g D A , for all n,n
Ax ª y and x ª 0, as n ª `. Thenn n
y1 y1Cx s l y A C l y A x ª l y A Cy ; .  .  .n 0 0 n 0
 .y1thus l y A Cy s 0, so that y s 0. This shows that A is closable.0
 .  .  .Suppose l g r A . To show that l g r A , suppose x g D A , andC C
 .  4  .l y A x s 0. This means that there is a sequence x : D A such thatn n
 .x ª x and l y A x ª 0, as n ª `. Thenn n
y1 y1Cx q l y l l y A Cx s l y A C l y A x ª 0; .  .  .  .n 0 0 n 0 n
thus
y1 y1
l y A l y A Cx s Cx q l y l l y A Cx s 0, .  .  .  .0 0 0
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y1 .  .  .so that, since l y A and l y A C are injective, x s 0. Thus l y A0
 .  .  .  .is injective. Since Im C : Im l y A and l y A : l y A , we have
 .l g r A , withC
y1 y1
l y A C s l y A C , ;l g r A . .  .  .C
 .  .  .This proves a and the desired relationship between r A and r A .C C
y1  .It remains to show that A : C AC. Fix l g r A . Suppose x g0 C
 .  4  .D A . Then there exists x : D A such that x ª x, Ax ª Ax, asn n n n
n ª `. Then
y1 y1Cx s l y A C l y A x ª l y A C l y A x , .  .  .  .n 0 0 n 0 0
 .as n ª `; thus Cx g D A , with
l y A Cx s C l y A x . .  .0 0
This is saying that
y1l y A : C l y A C , . .0 0
as desired.
 .EXAMPLE 2.2. When r A is nonempty, then A is closed. Even for A
closable, as in Proposition 2.1, for C / I, A may not be closed when
 .r A is nonempty. Here is a simple example.C
 .Suppose G is an operator with 0 g r G , and CG : GC. Define
Ax ' Gx , ; x g D A ' C D G . .  . .
y1 .  . Then 0 g r A and A s G. Unless C g B X which would makeC
 .  ..r A s r A , G s A is a proper extension of A, so that A is not closed.C
We shall see, in Section III, that it is of interest to know when
A s Cy1AC. Here is a simple sufficient condition.
 . y1LEMMA 2.3. If r A is nonempty, then A s C AC.
 .Proof. If l g r A , then
l y Cy1AC s Cy1 l y A C .  .
 .  .is an injective extension of the surjective operator l y A ; thus l y A
y1 .s l y C AC .
For A of C-regularized type u , Proposition 2.1 guarantees that A is
closable, while Example 2.2 demonstrates that A may not be closed.
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However, as with Proposition 2.1, we have some control over how large the
closure of A may be.
 .COROLLARY 2.4. Suppose A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p . Then
A is closable, and A is of C-regularized type u , with
y1A : C AC.
If A s Cy1AC, then A is closed.
 .  .Proof. a By Proposition 2.1, A is closable and s A : S , withC u
y1 y1w y A C s w y A C , ;w f S . .  . u
This implies that A is also of C-regularized type u .
An important fact about the resolvent set of a closed operator A is that
 .y1  .  .the map l ¬ l y A , from r A into B X , is analytic. In particular,
 .r A is an open subset of the complex plane. Unfortunately, the same may
 .not be true of the C-regularized resolvent set r A , when C / I.C
 .EXAMPLE 2.5. Here is an example where r A is not open, so that itC
 .y1does not even make sense to consider if the map l ¬ l y A C is
 .analytic on r A .C
2 .Let D be the closed unit disc in the complex plane, and let X ' L D ,
 .with two-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Define A g B X by
Af z ' zf z z g D , f g X , .  .  .  .
 .  .  4and let C ' A. Then r A s C y D j 0 , withC
zy1
l y A Cf z s f z l g r A , z / 0 . .  .  .  . . . Cl y z .
 .  .y1PROPOSITION 2.6. If V : r A is open, and w ¬ w y A C is lo-C
 .  .y1cally bounded in V, as a map from V into B X , then w ¬ w y A C is
analytic in V.
Proof. Since, for z, w g V,
y1 y1 y1 y12 2z y A C y w y A C s w y z z y A C w y A C , .  .  .  .  .
 .y1 2because of local boundedness, the map w ¬ w y A C is continuous
in V. Similarly, since
1 y1 y13 3z y A C y w y A C .  .
w y z .
y1 y1 2s w y A C z y A C , .  .
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 .y1 2 the continuity of z ¬ z y A C and the local boundedness of w ¬ w
.y1  .y1 3y A C now imply that w ¬ w y A C is analytic in V. For x g X,
 .  2 .since Im C , hence Im C , is dense, we may choose y g X such thatn
2 C y ª x, as n ª `. Local boundedness implies that the map w ¬ w yn
.y1  .y1 3A Cx is locally the uniform limit, of the maps w ¬ w y A C y , asn
 .y1n ª `. Since these maps are analytic, it follows that w ¬ w y A Cx is
analytic, as desired.
Remark 2.7. Even without assuming the image of C is dense, one may
 .y1show that the continuity of the map w ¬ w y A C, on an open subset,
 .V, of r A , implies its analyticity, as follows. By the resolvent identity, asC
 .y1 2in the proof of Proposition 2.6, w ¬ w y A C is analytic in V; thus
for any closed contour G in V,
y1 y1 2C w y A C dw s w y A C dw s 0; .  .H H
G G
since C is injective, it follows that
y1w y A C dw s 0, .H
G
 .y1which implies that w ¬ w y A C is analytic.
 . COROLLARY 2.8. If A is as in Proposition 2.6, then Im C : Im w y
n. .A , for all w g V, n g N, with
ny1d yny1 ny1w y A C s y1 n y 1 ! w y A C g B X , .  .  .  .  . /dw
;w g V , n g N.
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. The result is clearly true for
n s 1. Suppose it is true for n s k g N. For w g V, let G be the
boundary of a closed disk centered at w and contained in V. By the
Cauchy integral formula,
kd k! dzy1 y1w y A C s z y A C ; .  .H kq1 /dw 2p i G z y w .
 .y1  .y1since A z y A C s z z y A C y C, it follows that
kd y1Im w y A C : D A , .  . /dw
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with
kd y1w y A w y A C .  . /dw
k! dzy1s w y z q z y A z y A C .  .H kq12p i G z y w .
k! dzy1s y z y A C .H k2p i G z y w .
ky1d y1s yk w y A C . /dw
ykks y1 k! w y A C , .  .
by the induction hypothesis.
This implies that
yk
Im w y A C : Im w y A , .  .
with
kd  .y kq1y1 kw y A C s y1 k! w y A C , .  .  . /dw
completing the induction.
 .COROLLARY 2.9. If A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p , then
n .  . .Im C : Im w y A , for all n g N, w f S , and for u - c - p , k g N,u
there exists a constant M such thatc , k
ky1
w w y A C F M , ;w f S . . / c , k c
n . .Proof. The condition on Im w y A follows from Corollary 2.8. A
brief argument with the Cauchy integral formula shows that if f is a
 .function bounded and analytic in S 0 - f - p , then for all d - f,f
k g N, there exists a constant M such thatd , k
5 k k . 5w f w F M k!, ;w g S . . d , k d
1y1 .  .  .Applying this to f w ' w w q A C, for f ' p y u q c , along with2
yk5 . 5Corollary 2.8, gives us the growth condition on w y A C .
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yk5 . 5Remark 2.10. If the growth condition on w y A C , in Corollary
 .2.9, were independent of k, even for w g y`, 0 , it would follow that
y1  wyC AC generates a bounded C-regularized semigroup see 4, Chap.
x.XVII , so that A would be of C-regularized type pr2. More generally, if
the growth condition were independent of k, for u - c - p , then it would
follow that A is of C-regularized type u y pr2.
PROPOSITION 2.11. Suppose 0 F u - pr2, A is closed, and A is of
C-regularized type u . Then yCy1AC generates a bounded holomorphic
C-regularized semigroup of angle pr2 y u .
If yB generates a bounded holomorphic C-regularized semigroup of angle
pr2 y u , then B is of C-regularized type u and CB : BC.
w xProof. By 4, Corollary 21.10 , an extension of yA, call it B, generates
wa bounded holomorphic C-regularized semigroup of angle pr2 y u . By 4,
x  .  . w xProposition 17.2 , r B l r A is nonempty. By 4, Corollary 3.12 ,C C
y1B s yC AC.
We will generalize Proposition 2.11, for 0 F u - p , in Proposition 3.2.
We shall also see that it is not necessary to assume that A is closed.
 . y1Similar relationships between r A and C AC generating a C-regu-C
w xlarized semigroup may be found in 6 .
 . n  m..LEMMA 2.12. Suppose r A is nonempty. Then C D A is a core for
Am, for all n, m g N.
 .  .ym n. n  m..Proof. If l g r A , note that Im l y A C s C D A . For
 m.  n.  4x g D A , since Im C is dense, there exists a sequence y such thatk k
n  .mC y ª l y A x, as k ª `. Thenk
ym ymn m n ml y A C y ª x and A l y A C y ª A x , .  .k k
m .ym  . n  m..as k ª `, since A l y A g B X . Thus C D A is a core for
mA .
LEMMA 2.13. Suppose 0 F u - p and A is closed and of C-regularized
type u . Then, for any k g N,
ky1lim l l q A Cx s Cx , ; x g X . . .
lª`
 k .Proof. For x g D A , l ) 0,
k ky1 y1
l l q A Cx s I y l q A A Cx , .  . .  .
5 .ym 5which converges to Cx, as l ª `, since, by Corollary 2.9, l q A C
 k .ª 0, for 1 F m F k. Since D A is dense and, again by Corollary 2.9,
5  .y1 .k 5l l q A C is bounded, as l ª `, the same is true for all x g X.
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III. MAXIMAL OPERATORS OF C-REGULARIZED TYPE
AND TYPE ON A SUBSPACE
We characterize maximal operators of C-regularized type in Proposition
3.2. It is interesting that if A is of C-regularized type u , then Cy1AC is a
maximal operator of C-regularized type u . In particular, Cy1AC is closed.
In Theorem 3.4, we show that being a maximal operator of C-regularized
type u implies that, for u - c - p , a restriction, to a subspace continu-
 .ously embedded between Im C and X, is of type c .
LEMMA 3.1. Suppose 0 F u - p and A is of C-regularized type u . Then
there exists a closed operator B such that
1 .1 B is of C-regularized type u ;2
2 y3 3 .2 B : C AC ;
y3 2 3 .3 A : BC B C ; and
 . 2  2 ..  2 .4 C D A : D B , with
B2 x s Ax , ; x g C 2 D A2 . . .
wProof. Most of this proof follows the construction of 7, Sects. 6.3 and
x6.4 ; thus we will merely outline most of the proof, emphasizing those parts
that are different.
 .   ..For x g D G ' C D A , define
` dry1Gx ' r q A Ax . .H ’p r0
w x  .y1As in 7, Lemma 6.3.1 , we show that G is closable, since 1 q A CG
 .y1  .  4   ..is contained in G 1 q A C g B X , so that, if x : C D A , withn n
 .y1 x ª 0 and Gx ª y, as n ª `, then G 1 q A Cx ª 0 and 1 qn n n
.y1  .y1  .y1  .y1A CGx ª 1 q A Cy, so that 1 q A Cy s 0; since 1 q A C isn
injective, y must be zero, as desired.
Let B ' G.
2  2 ..   .. 2  2 ..  2 .For x g C D A , Gx g C D A ; thus C D A : D G :
 2 .D B .
w xAs in 7, Lemmas 6.3.2 and 6.3.4 , we show that
B2 x s Ax , ; x g C 2 D A2 , . .
 .by an integral calculation, proving 4 .
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 .  .  .Assertions 2 and 3 will follow from 4 . For any positive real l, define
y22R ' C l l y A C . . .l
 2 .  .If x g D B , then for any l ) 0, by 4 .
AR x s B2R x s R B2 x ;l l l
3  .letting l ª ` and using Lemma 2.13 tells us that C x g D A , with
3 3 2AC x s C B x ,
 .which gives us 2 .
 .  .  .For 3 , suppose x g D A , then for any l ) 0, by 4 ,
B2R x s AR x s R Ax ;l l l
3 2 .again let l ª ` to conclude that C x g D B , with
2 3 3B C x s C Ax ,
 .giving us 3 .
 .Finally, to show 1 , fix m in the right half-plane, outside S . Then1r2.u
2  .m f S , so we have, by 4 ,u
y12 3 3m y B m q B m y A C x s C x , )) .  .  . .
 2 .  2 .for all x g D A ; hence, since D A is dense, for all x g X. Thus, for
 .x g D B ,
y12 3 3m q B m y A C m y B x s C x , .  . .
 .  .  .3which implies that m y B is injective. By )) , m g r B .C
w xArguing as in 7, pp. 370]371 , we have
’` r dry1 y13 3m y B C s r q A C ; .  .H 2 pr q m .0
 .y1since C is injective and commutes with r q A C, and the appropriate
integrals converge,
’` r dry1 y1
m y B Cx s r q A Cx , ; x g X . .  .H 2 pr q m .0
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Estimating this integral tells us that there exists a constant M such thatc
for z f S ,c
y15 5z z y B C F M . . c
 .This proves 1 .
Let us call B the quasi square root of A. As a corollary, we obtain the
following.
 .PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p .
Then Cy1AC is a maximal operator of C-regularized type u and A is a
maximal operator of C-regularized type u if and only if Cy1AC s A.
Proof. It is clear that A : Cy1AC, and Cy1AC is also of C-regularized
type u ; thus if A is maximal, then A s Cy1AC.
Conversely, suppose A s Cy1AC and K is an extension of A that is
also of C-regularized type u . By Corollary 2.4, A is closed. Let B equal the
quasi square root of A, G the quasi square root of K. Then, by the
construction, B : G, while by Proposition 2.11, Cy1BC s Cy1 GC, so that
G : Cy1BC. This implies that
G2 : Cy1BC Cy1BC : Cy1B2 C , .  .
so that by Lemma 3.1,
y3 2 y3 y3 y1 2 3 y3 y4 4 3 y3 3K : C G C : C C B CC : C C AC C s C AC s A.
Thus we have shown that A is maximal.
Now suppose that A is of C-regularized type u . We must show that
Cy2AC 2 s Cy1AC. Since Cy1AC : Cy2AC 2, it is sufficient to show that
the domains are equal.
 .y1  .Since 1 q A C g B X ,
y1 y1 y1y2 2 y2 y1C 1 q A C s C C 1 q A C s C 1 q A C ; .  .  .
thus
y1 y1y2 2 y2 2 y1D C AC s Im C 1 q A C s Im C 1 q A C .  .  . .  .
s D Cy1AC , .
as desired.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. Suppose A is of C-regularized type u 0 F u - p and
 .r A is nonempty. Then A is a maximal operator of C-regularized type u .
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Proof. By Lemma 2.3, A s Cy1AC; thus this follows from Proposition
3.2.
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose 0 F u - p , A is of C-regularized type u , and
A s Cy1AC. Then for u - c - p , there exists a Banach space Z such thatc
 . w  .x1 Im C ¨ Z ¨ X ;c
 . <2 A is of type c ; andZc
 . <  . < <3 there exists a constant M so that K g B Z and K A :Z Z Zcc c c
< <A K , withZ Zc c
5 < 5 5 5K F M K ,Z BZ . B X .c c
 .whene¨er K g B X and KA : AK.
Proof. By Corollary 2.4, A is closed. Let B be as in Lemma 3.1. Then
B2 : A. By Proposition 2.11, yCy1BC generates a bounded holomorphic
 . w xC-regularized semigroup of angle pr2 y 1r2 u . By 2, Theorem 6.3 ,
y1 <there exists Z such that yC BC generates a bounded stronglyZc c
 .continuous holomorphic semigroup of angle pr2 y 1r2 c . This implies
 y1 .2 <  y1 < .2  .that C BC s C BC is of type c see Proposition 1.2 .Z Zc c
Since
2y1 y1 y1 y1 2 y1C BC s C BCC BC : C B C : C AC s A , .
it follows that
2y1 < <1 q C BC : 1 q A ; .  .Z Z /c c
  y1 .2 < .  < .since 1 q C BC is surjective and 1 q A is injective, thisZ Zc c
implies that
2y1< <A s C BC , .Z Zc c
<so that A is of type c .Zc
wAlthough it is not stated explicitly, the construction of Z in 2,c
x  . y1Theorem 6.3 has property 3 for C BC; that is, there exists a constant
<  . <  y1 . <  y1 . < <M so that K g B Z and K C BC : C BC K , withZ Z Z Z Zcc c c c c
5 < 5 5 5K F M K ,Z BZ . B X .c c
 .  y1 .  y1 .whenever K g B X and K C BC : C BC K.
 .  .To verify 3 , suppose K g B X and KA : AK. Going through the
construction of B in Lemma 3.1, one may verify that KB : BK, so that
 y1 .  y1 .  .K C BC : C BC K. This implies that K g B Z andc
2 2y1 y1< < < < < <KA s K C BC : C BC K s A K ,Z Z Z Z Z Z .  .c c c c c c
as desired.
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Remark 3.5. One may sharpen the definition of type as follows see
w x.  .  .9 . If 0 - c - p , the operator A is said to be of type M, c if s A : Sc
and
y15 5z z y A F M , ;z f S . . c
It is not hard to see that for any M, u , one may construct a maximal
 .subspace on which A is of type M, u , by defining
n wj y15 5x ' sup w y A x w , . . . , w f S , n y 1 g N , .M , u j 1 n u 5 /Mjs1
and Z to be the set of all
n
x g Im w y A w , . . . , w f S , n y 1 g N .F  j 1 n u 5 /js1
5 5such that x - `.M , u
IV. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF OPERATORS OF
REGULARIZED TYPE
Now we are ready for our construction of fractional powers.
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose 0 F u - p , Cy1AC s A, and A is of C-regu-
 4larized type u . Then there exists a family of closed operators A such thatr r G 0
 . y11 C A C s A , for all r G 0.r r
 .2 If ru - p , then A is a maximal operator of C-regularized type ru .r
 .3 If ru - pr2, then yA generates a bounded holomorphic C-regu-r
larized semigroup of angle pr2 y ru .
 .4 For any r, s G 0, integer k G r q s,
ykkC D A j D Im l q A C : D A A l D A , .  .  .  . .  .l) 0 r s rqs
and
ykkA A x s A x , ; x g C D A j D Im l q A C . .  . .  .r s rqs l) 0
y1 yk y1 yk .  . .  . .5 A s C A A C s 1 q A C A A 1 q A C , forrqs r s r s
any r, s G 0, integer k G r q s.
 . y1 k6 A s C A C, for any nonnegati¨ e integer k. In particular, A s I,k 0
A s A.1
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 .   1qw s x..7 For s G 0, x g C D A , lim A x s A x.r ª s r s
 k .  .If r A is nonempty k g N , then
 . k8 A s A .k
Proof. Let B be the collection of all Banach spaces Z such that
 . w  .xi Im C ¨ Z ¨ X ;
 . <ii A is of type c , for some c such that u - c - p ; andZ
 . <  . < <iii there exists a constant M such that K g B Z and K AZ Z ZZ
< <: A K , withZ Z
5 < 5 5 5K F M K ,Z BZ . B X .Z
 .whenever K g B X and KA : AK.
By Theorem 3.4, B is not empty.
For any r ) 0, define
r
<D G ' D A Z g B . .  . . 5F Zr
 .Define, for x g D G ,r
r
<G x ' A x , .Zr
for any Z g B.
To see that G is well defined, suppose Z and Z are in B andr 1 2
r r
< <x g D A l D A . .  .Z Z /  /1 2
5 5 5 5 5 5Then Z ' Z l Z , x ' x q x is in B, and Z ¨ Z , forZ Z Z1 2 j1 2
 < . r  < . rj s 1, 2; thus A ¨ A , so thatZ Zj
r rr
< < <A x s A x s A x , . .  .Z Z Z1 2
as desired.
 .Note that by iii of our conditions on B,
KG : G K , 4.2 .r r
 .whenever K g B X and KA : AK.
We now define our family of operators by
y1yk ykA ' 1 q A C G 1 q A C , 4.3 .  .  . .  .r r
where k is an integer greater than or equal to r.
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 .yk .  < .k .  < . r .Note that Im 1 q A C : D A : D A , for all Z g B;Z Z
 .yk .  .thus Im 1 q A C : D G . For any x g X, for fixed Z g B, therer 0
exist constants c , c , c so that1 2 3
yk ykG 1 q A Cx F c G 1 q A Cx .  . .  .r 1 r Z0
r yk
< <s c A 1 q A Cx .  .A Z1 Z0 0 0
5 5 5 5F c c Cx F c c c CxZ wImC .x1 2 1 2 30
5 5s c c c x ;1 2 3
 .yk .  .thus G 1 q A C g B X , so that A is closed.r r
 .Definition 4.3 is independent of k. To see this, suppose k and k are1 2
both integers greater than or equal to r. Temporarily write, for j s 1, 2,
y1yk ykj jA ' 1 q A C G 1 q A C , .  . .r , j r
and
y1yk yk yk yk1 2 1 2A ' 1 q A C 1 q A C G 1 q A C 1 q A C. .  .  .  . .r , 3 r
 .yk 1  .yk 2  .  .Since 1 q A C commutes with A and G 1 q A C g B X , 4.2r
implies that A s A . Similarly, A s A , so that A s A , asr , 1 r , 3 r , 2 r , 3 r , 1 r , 2
desired.
 . w 1 For k an integer greater than or equal to r, since G 1 qr
.yk .x  .A C g B X ,
y1yk yky1 y1C A C s C 1 q A C G 1 q A C C .  . .  .r r
y1yk yky1s C 1 q A C C G 1 q A C .  . .  .r
y1yk yks 1 q A C G 1 q A C s A , .  . .  .r r
 .yksince C and 1 q A C are bounded commuting operators.
 .2 To show that A is of C-regularized type ru , it is sufficient tor
show that G is of C-regularized type rc , whenever p ) c ) u andr
rc - p . Fix c such that u - c - p and rc - p .
 .  .Suppose w f S , x g D G , and w y G x s 0. Let Z be as incrc r r
 < . r .   < . r .Theorem 3.4. Then x g D A ; thus w y A x s 0. By Proposi-Z Zc c
 < . rtion 1.2, A is of type rc . This implies that x s 0.Zc
 .Thus w y G is injective, for all w f S .r rc
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 .  .To show that Im C : Im w y G , for w f S , we must considerr rc
< < 4B ' Z g B A is of type c .Zc
 .  < . r .Fix y g Im C . For any Z g B , there exists x g D A such thatZc z
r
<w y A x s y. . .Z Z
To see that x is independent of Z, suppose Z and Z are in B . As inZ 1 2 c
the construction of G , choose Z g B such that Z ¨ Z , for j s 1, 2.r c j
 < . r  < . rThen, since A ¨ A , it follows that x s x , for j s 1, 2. ThusZ Z Z Zj j
x s x , for any Z , Z g B , so that we may unambiguously writeZ Z 1 2 c1 2
x ' x , for any Z g B .Z c
 .It remains to show that x g D G ; this means we must show thatr
 < . r .x g D A , for any Z g B.Z
 . <Fix Z g B. Condition iii on B implies that A is of C-regularizedZ
type u . Thus Theorem 3.4 implies that there exists Z g B such that1 c
 < . r  < . r  . r .Z ¨ Z, so that A ¨ A . Since x g D A , it follows thatZ Z1 Z1 1
 < . rx g A , as desired.Z
 .The maximality of A follows from 1 and Proposition 3.2.r
 .  .  .3 This follows from 1 , 2 , and Proposition 2.11; we have already
shown that A is closed.r
 .   k ..   m..4 Suppose x g C D A . For any Z g B, C D A :
 < .m.  .  .D A , for m g N. Thus x g D A l D A , withZ rqs s
s r
< <A x s A x g D A , ;Z g B; .  . .Z Zs
 .  .  .this implies that A x g D G : D A ; thus x g D A A , with, fors r r r s
Z g B,
r s rqs
< < <A A x s A A x s A x s A x . .  .  .Z Z Zr s rqs
 .ym .  < .m.For l ) 0, Im l y A C : D A , for m g N; thus we mayZ
 .yk .apply the same argument to x g D Im l y A C .l) 0
 .5 Define, for l ) 0,
ky1R ' l l q A C. . .l
 .By 4.2 ,
CA : A C and R A : A R , ; t G 0, l ) 0.t t l t t l
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 .  .For x g D A , by 4 ,rqs
R A x s A R x s A A R x ;l rqs rqs l r s l
 .letting l ª `, we have, by Lemma 2.13, Cx g D A A , withr s
CA x s A A Cx ,rqs r s
so that
y1A : C A A C ;rqs r s
 .  .similarly, for x g D A A , we have Cx g D A , withr s rqs
CA A x s A Cx ,r s rqs
so that
y1 y2 2A : C A A C : C A C .rqs r s rqs
y2 2 y1 .By 1 , C A C s A . Thus A s C A A C.rqs rqs rqs r s
  ..Similarly, using the fact from 4 that
yk ykA 1 q A C s A A 1 q A C g B X , 4.4 .  .  .  . .  .rqs r s
we obtain
y1yk ykA : 1 q A C A A 1 q A C .  . .  .rqs r s
y2 2yk yk: 1 q A C A 1 q A C . .  . .  .rqs
 .By 4.4 ,
y2 2yk ykA s 1 q A C A 1 q A C . .  . .  .rqs rqs
 .yk .y1  .yk .Thus A s 1 q A C A A 1 q A C .rqs r s
 . k6 For k g N, it is clear from the definition that G : A ; thusk
y1yk ykA s 1 q A C G 1 q A C .  . .  .k k
y1yk ykk: 1 q A C A 1 q A C .  . .  .
k yky1 k y1 ks C 1 q A A 1 q A C s C A C. .  .
 k .  .Conversely, if x g D A , then Cx g D G , withk
G Cx s AkCx s CAk x ;k
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 y1 .thus x g D C G C , withk
Ak : Cy1 G C : Cy1A C s A ,k k k
so that
Cy1AkC : Cy1A C s A .k k
For k s 0 or 1, Cy1AkC s Ak; thus Ak s A .k
 .  .7 As in the proof of 4 ,
r1qw s x <C D A : D A : D A , .  .  . .  .Z r
w x   1qw s x..for r F 1 q s , Z g B. Thus, for x g C D A ,
r s
< <lim A x s lim A x s A x s A x , .  .Z Zr s
rªs rªs
in Z, for all Z g B; hence, since Z ¨ X, in Z.
k y1 k .  .  .8 By Lemma 2.3, A s C A C; thus 8 follows from 6 .
EXAMPLE 4.5. We may generalize Example 1.4 as follows. Suppose, for
0 F u - p , that G is an operator of type u , on X, and C is an injective,
densely defined operator such that CG : GC. Define A on X = X by
CG Iy1A ' C ,
0 CG
with maximal domain.
Then it may be shown that
r ry1CG rGy1A s C ,r r0 CG
again with maximal domain.
V. FRACTIONAL POWERS OF OPERATORS OF N-TYPE
w x In 13 , fractional powers of operators of n-type u , for 0 F u - p see
.Definition 5.2 are constructed. We shall construct fractional powers for
such operators, as a special case of our construction in Section IV, by first
 .noting Lemma 5.1 that an operator of n-type u is also an operator of
Ayn-regularized type u . Thus we may apply Theorem 4.1, with C ' Ayn, to
 .construct fractional powers Theorem 5.4 . Our fractional powers are
w x  .extensions of the fractional powers in 13 , in general Proposition 5.3 .
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With our approach, we obtain some new information about the fractional
w x  .power of 13 see Remark 5.6 .
As demonstrated by Example 1.4, n-type may not be preserved under
yn   ..fractional powers. However, A -regularized type is see Theorem 5.4 2 .
LEMMA 5.1. Suppose 0 F u - p and A is of n-type u . Then A is of
Ayn-regularized type u .
Proof. For c ) u , let w ' e i r2.cqu ..c
Since
nyny1 y1yn y1w y A A s w y A w y A w A y I , .  .  .  .c c
and
n ny1 y15 5w A y I F A q 1 , . .c
it is sufficient to show that there exists a constant M such thatc
yny15 5w w y A w y A F M , ;w f S . ) .  . .c c c
An induction argument, along with the resolvent formula, shows that for
all complex w,
yn yny1 y1w y A w y A s w y w w y A .  .  . .c c
n
ykkyny1y w y w w y A . .  . c c
ks1
y1< . <Since w y w is bounded, for w f S , the fact that A is of n-type uc c
 .now gives us ) .
w xDEFINITION 5.2. In 13 , for A of n-type u , 0 F u - p , complex b, a
 . fractional power that we shall denote by A b is constructed more
w  .xprecisely, the hypotheses in 13, 1.1 are what we have called being of
 . .n q 1 -type .
Suppose A is of n-type u , 0 F u - p . We shall restrict our attention to
 .A r , for r ) 0. Define J byr
dwy1ryw r xy1 w r xq1J x ' w w q A A x , .Hr 2p iG
w  < < < 4xwhere G is the boundary of S l z g C z ) e , for appropriatef
 .  w r xqnq1.  w  .x.e ) 0, f ) u , with D J ' D A see 13, 1.2 . It is shown thatr
this integral converges and defines a closable operator.
 .The operator A r is defined to be the closure of J .r
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Writing A for our fractional power, as constructed in Section IV, wer
 .have the following relationships between A and A r .r
PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose A is of n-type u , for 0 F u - p and r ) 0.
 .1 If k is an integer greater than or equal to r, then
A s AkqnA r Ay kqn. . .r
 .In particular, A r : A .r
 .  .  .2 If r A is nonempty, then A s A r .r r
 .  .3 If r ) n, then A s A r .r
 .Proof. Let B and G be as in the beginning of the proof of Theoremr
yn  .  < .w r xq1.4.1, with C ' A see Lemma 5.1 . Then, for Z g B, x g D A ,Z
we have
dwr w xy1 r q1ryw r xy1< < <A x s w w q A A x . .  .  .Z H Z Z 2p iG
 .By Theorem 4.1 4 , J : G ; thus, since A is a closed extension of G , itr r r r
 .follows that A r : A . Choose an integer m so that mn ) k q n, then byr
 .Theorem 4.1 1 ,
AkqnA r Ay kqn. : AkqnA Ay kqn. : Am nA Aym n s C mA Cym s A . . r r r r
 < . r  . <For any Z g B, A is the closure in Z of J ; thus, since Z ¨ X,Z Zr
 < . r  .  .A ¨ A r . It follows that G : A r , so thatZ r
k ykn ynA s A 1 q A G 1 q A A .  .r r
k ykn yn: A 1 q A A r 1 q A A .  .  .
k ykn yn k yks A 1 q A A r 1 q A A A A .  .  .
kk y1n ykqn.s A 1 q A A 1 q A A r A .  .  . .
s AkqnA r Ay kqn. . .
 .This concludes the proof of 1 .
 .Assertion 1 implies that if m is an integer greater than or equal to
k q n, then
D Am : D A l D A r , .  .  . .r
 .  m.  .with A x s A r x, for all x g D A . Thus we will have A s A r ifr r
 m.there exists an integer m G k q n so that D A is a core for A . Whenr
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 . y1 yl  ...0 g r A , then by Lemma 2.12, with C ' A , A D A is a core,r r
 kqn.  .  nqkq1.for all integers l; since D A : D A , it follows that D A is ar
 . w xcore for A . This gives us 2 . By 13, Theorem 1.12 , when r ) n, thenr
  ..  .  .0 g r A r . By 1 , since A is injective, this implies that 0 g r A , sor
 .  .that 3 follows from 2 .
THEOREM 5.4. Suppose 0 F u - p , n y 1 g N and A is of n-type u .
 xThen there exists a family of closed operators A such thatr r G 0
 . y11 AA A s A , for all r G 0.r r
 . yn2 If ru - p , then A is a maximal operator of A -regularized typer
ru .
 . yn3 If ru - pr2, then yA generates a bounded holomorphic A -r
regularized semigroup of angle pr2 y ru .
 .4 For any r, s G 0, integer k G r q s,
D Akqn : D A A l D A , .  .  .r s rqs
and
A A x s A x , ; x g D Akqn . .r s rqs
n yn .5 A s A A A A , for r, s G 0.rqs r s
 .6 A A s A , if both r and s are greater than n.r s rqs
 . k7 A s A , for any nonnegati¨ e integer k.k
k .8 A s A , for all nonnegati¨ e integers k. .1r k
 .  nq1qw s x.9 For s G 0, x g D A , lim A x s A x.r ª s r s
Proof. Most of this follows immediately from Theorem 4.1, with C '
Ayn, and Lemma 5.1.
 . n ynFor 1 , note that Theorem 4.1 implies that A A A s A ; thus wer r
have
A : AA Ay1 : AnA Ayn s A ,r r r r
 .so that 1 of this theorem follows.
 .  . w xFor 6 , note that by 5 , A A : A ; in 13 , it is shown thatr s rqs
A r q s : A r A s 5.5 .  .  .  .
 .  .  .see Definition 5.2 , so that 6 follows from Proposition 5.3 3 .
 .  .  k .Assertion 7 follows from Theorem 4.1 8 , since 0 g r A , for all
k g N.
 .  .  .  .Assertion 8 follows from 5 , Proposition 5.3 1 and 5.5 , since it is
w x  .  .shown in 13 that A 1 s A see Definition 5.2 , so that
k1 k
A s A 1 : A : A : A s A. .  .1r k 1 / /k
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 .Remark 5.6. For r and s greater than n, we may improve on 5.5 . By
 .Proposition 5.3 and Theorem 5.4 6 ,
A r A s s A r q s , .  .  .
when A is of n-type u , 0 F u - p .
p m.  .  m.EXAMPLE 5.7. For m g N, let X ' L R 1 F p - ` , BUC R or
 m.  .C R , and let A be the constant coefficient differential operator p D ,0
 m.  xwhere p is an elliptic polynomial such that p R l y`, 0 is empty and
 .D s i ­r­ x , . . . , ­r­ x . Then using Fourier multipliers, one may show1 m
that A is of n-type u , for some n g N, 0 F u - p .
Thus we may use this section to define fractional powers of A. This may
be applied to higher order incomplete abstract Cauchy problems
uk . t s p D u t t G 0 , .  .  .  . .
 . w xwhere u t g X, k g N; see 3 for details.
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